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Abstract

We present two simple routing protocols� called constant thinning and geometric thin�

ning protocol� for complete network under OCPC assumption� analyze them� and compare

them with each other and some other routing protocols�

� Introduction

Parallel programmers would welcome the ��at� shared memory� because it would make PRAM
���	 style programming possible and thus make easier to utilize the rich culture of parallel algo

rithms written for the PRAM model� As large memories with a large number of simultaneous
accesses do not seem feasible� the only possible way to build a PRAM type parallel computer
appears to be to build it from processors with local memories� The �ne granularity of par

allelism and global memory access� what makes the PRAM model so desirable for algorithm
designers� sets very high demands for data communication� Fortunately� memory accesses at
the rate of the processor clock are not necessary� but due to the parallel slackness principle ��	�
latency in access does not imply ine�ciency� It is enough to route an h�relation e�ciently� By
de�nition� in an h
relation there is a complete graph� where each node �processor� has at most
h packets to send� and it is the target of at most h packets� We assume the OCPC �Optical
Communication Parallel Computer� or ��collision assumption ��	� If two or more packets arrive
at a node simultaneously� all fail� An implementation of an h
relation is work�optimal at cost
c� if all packets arrive at their target in time ch�

The �rst attempt to implement an h
relation is to use greedy routing algorithm� By greedy
principle� one tries to send packets as fast as one can� The fatal drawback of the greedy algo

rithm is the livelock� Some packets can cause mutual failure of sending until eternity� Consider
the situation� when two processors have each one packet targeted to the same processor� Due
to greediness they are forced to send � and fail for ever since then�

proc greedy
for all processors i � f�� � � � � Pg pardo

while processor i has packets do
choose an unsent packet at random and try to send it
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Another routing algorithm was proposed by Anderson and Miller ��	� and it was improved by
Valiant ���	� They realize work
optimally an h
relation for h � ��log p�� where p is the number
of processors� Other algorithms with even lower latency were provided by ��� � �� �� ��	�
Contrary to these� the h
relation algorithm of Ger�b
Graus and Tsantilas ��	 has the advantage
of being direct� i�e� the packets go to their target directly� without intermediate nodes� For other
results related with direct or indirect routing� see also ��� ��� �� �� ��� ��	� The algorithm of
Ger�b
Graus and Tsantilas runs work
optimally for h � ��log p log log p�� Due to its simplicity
and directness� we choose the GGT algorithm as our reference point� Our new algorithm
presented in Section � is inspired by ���	� although the latter deals with the continuous routing
problem� not the h
relation�

proc GGT�h�����
for i � � to log������� h do Transmit���� ��ih�����

proc Transmit�h�����
for all processors P pardo

for e
���

��h �maxfp���h ln p� �� ln pg� times do

choose an unsent packet x at random
attempt to send x with probability � unsent packets

h

As another point of reference we take what is called Penalty algorithm in ���	�

proc Penalty�f � function�
for all processors P do

while processor P has unsent packets do
choose a packet x at random
if ��f�number of failures of x� � RandomNumber	� � � � �� then

attempt to send x

In Penalty algorithm� each packet has an individual failure history� and failures decrease the
sending probability� In literature� similar protocols are often called backo� protocols� and
Ethernet� with f�i� � minf
i� 
��g is a famous representative of this class ��	�

� Thinning protocols

The throughput of the greedy routing of randomly addressed packets is characterized by

��� �

h
�h�� � �

e

where ��h is the probability that one of the h� � competing processors is sending to the same
processor at the same time� �For all x � �� ��� ��x�x�� � e���� This would be the throughput
if all processors would create and send a new randomly addressed packet� which is not the case
in routing an h
relation� It may happen that at the end only two processors have a packed�
addressed to the same target� In this situation� under the OCPC assumption� the greedy algo

rithm� which always tries both packets� ends up in a livelock� The solution is to decrease the



sending probability�

In the GGT algorithm� the sending probability of packets varies between � and ��� �� � � � ���
The transmission of packets is thus �thinned� by factor � to ���� �� preventing the livelock�
We now propose a very simple routing protocol� where thinning is more explicit� We have two
�avors of the algorithm� CT for constant thinning ���	 and GT for geometric thinning�

proc CT�h�h��t�	�
� t� 	 � �
for all processors do

while packets remain do

Transmit h packets �if so many remain� within time 	���d	the�
h �� maxf��� e���t�h� h�g

proc GT�h�h��d�	�tmax�
� d� 	� tmax � �
for all processors do

t �� �
while packets remain do

Transmit h packets �if so many remain� within time 	���d	the�
h �� maxf��� e���t�h� h�g t �� min�tmax� dt�

In the algorithms above� transmitting �at most� h packets means that h moments of time are
allocated at random to the packets from the time window 	���d	the�� Thus� in the transmission
phase each packet is tried only once�

A drawback of thinning is that a processor cannot successfully send a packet at those moments�
when it does not even try to send� Thinning by factor t would thus imply ine�ciency by factor
t� But this is somewhat balanced by the success probability� which increases from ��e to

��� �

th
�h�� � �

e��t
�

The expected throughput with thinning is thus characterized by the function te��t whose growth

t ��� ��
 ��� 
�� 
�� ��� ���
te��t 
�� 
�� 
�� ��� ��� ��
 ���

is very modest with small values of t � �� which is a small price for the robustness�
Even though a sending probability less than � eliminates the deadlock� it does not guarantee
fast throughput� For that reason� the CT has a minimum size h� � ��log p� for thinning
window� to prevent repeated collisions� In the GT this is not a problem� but a lower bound h�
prevents �starvation� of the processor� Note also that until this lower bound is achieved� the
time window of one phase decreases geometrically� because t��� e���t� � � for all t�



� Analysis

The analyses for GGT� CT� and GT are very similar� One can prove that

�� the number of unsent packets decreases geometrically from h to log p

�� the rest of the packets can be routed in time O�log p log log p�

Since a proof for CT was presented in ���	� we present here only the proof for the GT� To show
that the GT does not use too many routing steps� we need Lemma ����

Lemma ��� t��� e���t� � �� for all t � ��

Proof� By using the Taylor series for ex� we have

t��� e���t� �
�t � te��t

e��t
�
�t � t � t�

t
� t �

��t�
� t �

��t�
� � � �

� � �
t
� �

��t�
� �

��t�
� � � �

�
� � �

��t
� �

��t�
� �

	�t�
� � � �

� � �
t
� �

��t�
� �

��t�
� � � �

� ��

since pairwise �
�i
���ti

� �
i�ti

for all t and natural numbers i � ��

Theorem ��� For h � ��log p log log p�� the GT routes any h�relation in time O�h� with high

probability�

Proof� Consider the i�th round of the while
loop� when h is set to hi and t is set to ti�
hi � k� log p � h� for a suitable constant k�� For the values of hi and ti our algorithm
sets ti � min�tmax� d

i���� h� � h and hi � �� � e���ti���hi��� i � 
� We assume that in the
beginning of each such a routing round the routing situation is an hi
relation� and aim to show
that after the round the routing situation has reduced to an hi
�
relation with high probability�

To ease the calculation of probabilities� we worsen the routing situation a little by completing
each initial hi
relation to a full hi
relation� We do this by adding �dummy packets� with proper
destination to those processors not having initially hi packets� We assume that the dummy
packets participate routing as the other packets� In the analysis below� the dummy packets can
collide with normal packets as well as with other dummy packets� but in the actual algorithm
attempting to route a dummy packet corresponds to an unallocated time slot �unable to cause
any collisions�� Thus the number of successful normal packets is always better in the actual
situation�

We still need to de�ne precisely the transmission phase in order to calculate the success of
sending� Each packet is given a transmission moment from the time window 	� � � � 	tihi� at
random� However� if several packets in the same processor get the same transmission moment�
no one is transmitted at that moment� In other words� we assume the �
collision property also
inside a processor� not only between the processors�

We show �rst that with high probability� the number of packets decreases to hi
� � ���e���ti�hi
or below� As a packet has the probability ���	tihi� of being sent at a given moment of time



�from the interval 	� � � � d	tihie��� and by the hi
relation assumption� at most hi packets have
the same target� the probability of success for a packet at a given moment of time is at least

�

	tihi
� ��� �

	tihi
�hi�� � �

e����ti� � 	tihi �

since

��� �

	tihi
�m � ��� �

	tihi
�hi��

for any m � hi � � �consider m as the actual number of other packets with the same target�
and

��� �

xhi
�hi�� �

�
��� �

xhi
�xhi�x

���x

�
�
��� �

xhi
�xhi��

���x

� e���x

for hi � � and x � ��
Since there are tihi equally suitable moments of time for each packet� the probability of success
for a packet during this �nal stage is at least

�

e����ti� � 	tihi � 	tihi � e�����ti��

Hence� the expected number of successful packets of a processor within these 	tihi units of time
is Ei � hi�e

����ti�� Let N be the number of successful packets� and apply Cherno� bound ���	

Pr�N � ��� ��Ei� � e�
�

�
��Ei

with ��� ��Ei � hi�e
��ti � Thus�

� � �� e
���

�ti � �� e
���

�tmax � �min

By suitably choosing 	 � � and tmax � �� we can set �min � ����
�� If 	ti � ���� then
e����ti� � ����� and

Pr�N � hi�e
��ti� � e�����������

�
�hi���� � e������hi � �

p���

for hi � h� � ��� ln p� These numerical values are just technical details and uninteresting from
the practical point of view�

Hence� in all p processors� in all log�����e� h �
p
p or fewer rounds �when the current degree

of hi
relation satis�es h� � hi � h�� the number of outgoing packets decreases by compression
factor ci � � � ��e��ti with probability � � ��p� Guaranteeing that the number of incoming
packets decreases to at most cihi for each processor is analyzed respectively� Clearly� the full
hi
relation �completed with dummy packets� decreases to cihi � �� � ��e��ti�hi
relation� Re

moving the dummy packets from the system can only decrease the degree of the relation�

Since the compression factor at round i is ci � �� e�� the level h� will be achieved� We show
that � excluding the �rst two rounds � the number of routing steps S�i� � 	tihi used at round
i satis�es S�i� � S�i� ���min��� e��� ��d�� i � �� I�e�� if d � �� the numbers S���� S���� � � �
form a geometrically converging series� and thus achieving level h� requires O�	h� routing steps�



We need to study the situation before and after ti reaches level tmax� After level tmax� the ratio
S�i��S�i� �� clearly is ci � �� e���ti � �� e��� Before level tmax� the ratio S�i��S�i� �� is

ti
ti
���� e���ti�

�
�

d��� e���di���
� �

di��
� �

d

by Lemma ��� and since i � ��

Observe that by choosing a larger h� as in the analysis above� we can easily show the same
progression in the degree of the relation with probability �� p�� for any positive constant ��
For the rest of the algorithm� the while loop with h
relation level at most h�� consider sets of
packets with the same target� When the size of such a set is h� � h�� the success probability of
one such packet is

h� � �

	tih�
� ��� �

	tih�
�h

�
�� � h�

	tih�
� ��� �

	tih�
�h���

� h�

h�

�

	tie����ti�
� h�

h�

�

	tmaxe����tmax�
�

since xe��x � �x � 
�e���x
�� for any 
 � � and x � �� Thus the expectation of sending times
for one such packet is at most 	tmaxe

����tmax�h��h
�� The sum of all these expectations� until all

such packets have been sent� is

	tmaxe
����tmax�h��

�

h�
�

�

h� � �
� � � ��

�



� ��

� 	tmaxe
����tmax�h��

�

h�
�

�

h� � �
� � � ��

�



� �� � E � O�h� logh���

By another form of Cherno� bound ���	

Pr�T � r� � �


r
for r � �E

we see that

Pr�T � k�h� logh�� � �

p���

for some k� and therefore it is possible to transmit all such packets to their target in time
O�log p log log p� with high probability� Finally� observe that there are at most p such groups
of packets�

By combining the two phases we see that all packets can be routed in time O�h�log p log log p�
with high probability� By choosing h � ��log p log log p� we complete the proof�

� Experiments

We ran some experiments to get practical experience of the new algorithms� see Tables � and
�� In the experiments of Table �� the number of processors was p � ��
�� and each result is the
average of ��� experiments� In all cases� slackness factors h � ��� �
� ��� �
�� 
�� were tried�
It was assumed that the acknowledgement of packets does not need extra time� Furthermore�
it was assumed that collisions within processors are avoided by allocating a unique sending



h Penalty GGT CT��� CT��� GT��� GT���

�� ��� ��� �� � ��� ���
�� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
�� ��� �� ��� �� ��� ���
��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Table �� Routing cost of the Penalty� GGT� CT� and GT algorithms� In the Penalty protocol�
penalty function f�i� � � � i was used� In the GGT� � � ���� � � ���� were safe and fast�
In the CT��� h� � ��� 	 � ���� t � ���� CT��� is similar otherwise but t � 
��� In the GT���
h� � �� 	 � ���� d � ���� and tmax � 
��� while in CT��� d � 
��� The standard deviation was
about ��� on top lines and about ��� on bottom lines�

moment of time for each packet from the time window 	� � � � 	th��

The Table � demonstrates the cost that is achieved when an h
relation with h � log�� p is routed�
Remember� again� that if random packets are created continuously� each packet requires ex

pected time e for succeeding� Therefore� the cost e is the best one can hope�

p CT��� CT��� GT��� GT���

��� �� ��� �� ��
��� �� ��� �� ��
��� �� ��� ��� ��
���� �� ��� ��� ��
���� �� ��� ��� ��
���� ��� ��� ��� ��

Table �� The cost of routing an h
relation� where h � log�� p� In CT��� and CT��� h� � log� p�
while in GT��� and GT��� h� � ��� log� p� In all cases 	 � ���� In CT��� t � ��� and in CT���
t � 
��� In GT��� d � ���� in GT��� d � ���� and in both cases tmax � 
���

By the results in Table � and Table �� the constant thinning algorithm CT and the geometric
thinning algorithm GT appear to work better than the Penalty algorithm and the GGT algo

rithm�

In addition to mere numbers� our routing simulator shows the progress of routing graphically�
see Figure �� In CT and GT the throughput is constant� unlike the througput of GGT� which
follows a saw blade pattern� The parameters 	� t� and h� have an important e�ect on the shape
and the length of the �tail� in Figure �� i�e� on the routing of the last packets� By some exper

imentation� or better theoretical reasoning� it may be possible to decrease the cost a little more�



Figure �� Graphical output of a CT simulation �upper graph� and a GT simulation �lower
graph�� In both simulations p � ��
� and h � �
�� In CT simulation h� � ��� 	 � �� t � ��
�
In GT simulation h� � �� 	 � d � ���� The CT graph is divided in three horizontal bands
by ragged borderlines at ��t � ��� and at ��te��t � ��� of all processors� The bottom
band represents successful processors� the middle band failed processors� and the top band
passive processors� The vertical lines at intervals of 	ch� 	c�th� � � �� until 	cith � h� � ��
�c � �� ��e��t� separate the phases of the algorithm� The total time in picture is ��� � ����h�
In GT simulation� the number of passive processors increases due to geometrically increasing
thinning� The total time is ��� � ���
h�
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